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Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:PHEV Advance Tech 2.0 i-MMD in Diamond Dust Pearl.

Redesigned and redefined, the new CR-V 
is our largest premium SUV with bold 
imposing styling, new levels of performance, 
enhanced safety and remarkable comfort.
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Models shown are the Honda CR-V e:PHEV Advance Tech 2.0 i-MMD in Diamond Dust Pearl and 
e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD in Canyon River Blue Metallic. 

Sport  
& Design
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SIDE SKIRTS
Give your car an exciting and sporty profile  
by adding these side skirts.

TAILGATE SPOILER
Add some extra sportiness to your CR-V with  
the tailgate spoiler, which complements the lines  
of the roof and rear of the car.

Items in the pack are also available separately. Alloys shown are the CR1812 alloy wheels, these are optional and sold separately.  
Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:PHEV Advance Tech 2.0 i-MMD in Diamond Dust Pearl.

REAR LOWER BUMPER
Complete the look of your CR-V with this rear lower  
bumper in a body colour and Berlina Black colour 
combination. It blends in perfectly with the front  
aero bumper and side skirts.

FRONT AERO BUMPER
Enhance the dynamic look of your car with the front aero 
bumper. Featuring a body colour and Berlina Black colour 
combination to give the bumper area a premium feel.

Enhance the look of your CR-V with the Aero Pack,  
which further complements the stylish look and feel 
of the car. 

The pack includes a front aero bumper, a rear 
lower bumper, a Berlina Black tailgate spoiler  
and Berlina Black side skirts.

Aero Pack
e:PHEV
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Items in the pack are also available separately. Alloys shown are the CR1811 alloy wheels, these are optional and sold separately.  
Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD in Canyon River Blue Metallic.

SIDE SKIRTS
Give your car an exciting and  
sporty profile with these stylish  
and sleek side skirts.

FRONT AERO BUMPER
Enhance the dynamic and premium style of your  
CR-V with this distinctive front aero bumper.

REAR LOWER BUMPER
This rear lower bumper perfectly  
complements the front aero bumper and  
side skirts, completing the sporting look.

TAILGATE SPOILER
The body-coloured tailgate spoiler 
complements the lines of the roof and 
accentuates the sporty styling.

DOOR MIRROR COVERS
Add a little individuality with these smart  
door mirror covers, designed to fit your  
CR-V seamlessly.

The Aero Pack adds an exclusive premium finish,  
further enhancing the overall aesthetic of your CR-V.

The pack includes a front aero bumper, a rear lower bumper, 
door mirror covers and side skirts, all finished in Lunar Silver 
complemented by a body-coloured tailgate spoiler.

Aero Pack
e:HEV
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Make your CR-V e:HEV stand out with the body-coloured Style 
Pack*, which perfectly complements the premium and dynamic 
look of your Honda. The body-coloured lower body parts match  
well with the overall styling of the car. 

The pack includes a front aero bumper, a rear lower bumper, 
wheel arch decorations and door lower decorations.

FRONT AERO BUMPER
Enhance the dynamic look of your car with the front aero bumper. 
Featuring a body colour and Berlina Black colour combination  
to give the bumper area a premium feel.

REAR LOWER BUMPER
Complete the look of your CR-V with this rear  
lower bumper in a body colour and Berlina Black 
colour combination. It blends in perfectly with the 
front aero bumper and wheel arch decorations.

WHEEL ARCH DECORATIONS
These painted wheel arch decorations  
completely transform the look of your car, 
making it even more premium looking. It goes 
well with the other items in the Style Pack.

Items in the pack are also available separately. Alloys shown are the CR1811 alloy wheels, these are optional and sold separately. 
Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD in Canyon River Blue Metallic.

e:HEV
Style Pack

1110

DOOR LOWER DECORATIONS
Give your car an exciting and sporty profile with these  
door lower decorations.

*Available from 2024.



ALLOY WHEEL 18" CR1811
The 18" CR1811 alloy wheel features  
a diamond cut A-surface with a shiny  
clear coat and Jet Black windows.

Alloys

01
ALLOY WHEEL 18" CR1812
The 18" CR1812 alloy wheel features  
a full paint Jet Black finish.

02

Additional
Accessories

Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD 
in Canyon River Blue Metallic with optional 18" alloy wheels CR1811.

1

2

PROTECTION & SAFETY

1. Windshield Cover
This windshield cover is a shield against the
elements. It will protect the windshield, mirrors
and front side windows from heavy weather
when your car is parked outside and it features
the CR-V logo.

SPORT & DESIGN

2. Running Boards
If you want to enter or exit your car more easily,
choose our genuine running boards. They are not
only functional, but also contribute to give your
CR-V a more robust look.
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Transport
Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD. in Canyon River Blue Metallic.
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1. Doorstep Garnishes
The doorstep garnishes add a personal touch to
your car while protecting the door sills from
marks and scratches. Crafted in stainless steel,
they also have an eye-catching CR-V logo.
Includes: front and rear garnishes.

2. Side Body Trims in Body Colour
Protect your car from dents while being parked
with these side body trims. They keep your paint
safe, while retaining the lines of your CR-V.

3. Boot Tray with Dividers
This waterproof anti-slip boot tray is perfectly
shaped to fit your car’s rear storage space and will
protect the boot from dirt and scratches. Comes
with dividers to help secure your items while
driving.

4. Front and Rear All-season Mats
These all-season mats with raised edges are
made to protect the entire footwell and feature
the CR-V logo. They are tough yet easy to clean.
The kit includes two front and two rear mats.

Utility
Pack
A practical pack to make your CR-V the ideal companion 
on your trips! The all-season mats and boot tray with 
dividers are handy throughout autumn and winter, 
whilst the doorstep garnishes and side body trims 
protect your car’s paint against dents and scratches.

1

2

3 4

Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD 
in Canyon River Blue Metallic with optional 18" alloy wheels CR1811.
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1. Detachable Tow Bar – e:HEV
With this detachable tow bar system, you can pull a trailer
or carry your bikes on the back of your car without any
issue. The detachable system allows you to remove the ball
joint when not in use. Maximum towing capacity of 750kg
and vertical load capacity of 75kg. It comes with a 13-pin
harness. Fitting this tow bar kit will remove the Handsfree
Tailgate Access functionality.

2. Detachable Tow Bar – e:PHEV
With this detachable tow bar system, you can pull a trailer
or carry your bikes on the back of your car without any
issue. The detachable system allows you to remove the ball
joint when not in use. Maximum towing capacity of 1500kg
and vertical load capacity of 100kg. It comes with a 13-pin
harness. Fitting this tow bar kit will remove the Handsfree
Tailgate Access functionality.

3. Thule Bicycle Carrier – Easyfold XT
This bicycle carrier, which is Thule certified by Honda,
carries two bicycles, is easy to install and easily foldable for
storage. It has a tilting function for easy boot access and an
anti-theft locking system. It comes with a 13-pin connector
and requires a 13-pin trailer harness.

4. Thule Roof Box 400L
This Motion XT M type box is available in black. It is sturdy,
waterproof, is Thule certified by Honda and gives you an
extra 400 litres of storage space. It features the Power-Click
system for easy mounting, an anti-theft lock and Dual-Side
opening. Its dimensions are 175cm length, 86.5cm width
and 46cm height.

5. Thule Roof Bicycle Rack – Expert 298
This universal, easy-to-install bike carrier is designed for
easy loading and unloading of your bike. It is lockable to
prevent your bike from theft. Maximum bicycle load: 20kg.

Transport

Models shown are the Honda CR-V e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD in Canyon River Blue Metallic  
and the Honda CR-V e:PHEV Advance Tech 2.0 i-MMD in Diamond Dust Pearl.
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Transport

Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD in Canyon River Blue Metallic.

1. Dog Guard
The dog guard keeps your pets safe by separating the
rear passenger area from the luggage compartment.
It fits perfectly between the rear seat and the roof.
It’s a must for those who have pets. The dog guard
is tested and approved according to UN R126.

2. Cross Bars
These cross bars comply with stringent safety
requirements. They need to be combined with roof rails
and the maximum load on top of the cross bars is 75kg
– or maximum three bicycles. Includes a storage bag.

3. Ski and Snowboard Attachment
It is an easy-to-use ski holder for one or two pairs of
skis (depending on the size of the skis) or one snowboard.
The skis or snowboard are securely fastened between two
rubber profiles that protect the equipment. You can easily
fit it without tools. It includes locks and weighs 3.6kg.

4. Honda KIDFIX
This clever 2-in-1 child seat, approved to the latest
I-SIZE regulation, allows to comfortably fit small and
large passengers from 3.5 to 12 years. The backrest
adjusts to your child’s height and offers plenty of room
while protecting them at the same time. The backrest
automatically adjusts to match the angle of the vehicle
seat and the seat anchors directly to the car’s chassis.
In addition – for children above 135cm, you can easily
remove the backrest.

5. Boot Sill Decorations
A practical and stylish accessory to keep your boot
sill safe from all the loading and unloading of your car.
The stainless steel finish also enhances the look of the
rear of your car.

(CONTINUED)
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3

5

4
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Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD in Canyon River Blue Metallic. 

Interior  
& Comfort

2322



1. Doorstep Garnishes
The doorstep garnishes add a personal touch to
your car while protecting the door sills from marks
and scratches. Crafted in stainless steel, they also
have an eye-catching CR-V logo. Includes: front
and rear garnishes.

2. Side Body Trims in Body Colour
Protect your car from dents while being parked
with these side body trims. They keep your paint
safe, while retaining the lines of your CR-V.

3. Boot Sill Decorations
A practical and stylish accessory to keep your boot
sill safe from all the loading and unloading of your
car. The stainless steel finish also enhances the
look of the rear of your car.

4. Elegance Floor Mats
These elegant and comfortable fitted tufted
carpets with a black nubuck binding have a
woven CR-V emblem for durability. One set
includes: front and rear mats.

Premium
Pack
A practical pack to enhance the premium feel of your 
CR-V whilst keeping it protected for all kinds of use. The 
elegance floor mats add to the comfortable feel of the 
interior, whilst the doorstep garnishes, boot sill 
decorations, and side body trims protect your car’s paint 
against dents and scratches.

1

2

3 4

Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD 
in Canyon River Blue Metallic with optional 18" alloy wheels CR1811.
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TAILGATE ILLUMINATION
The tailgate illumination has been developed to increase your comfort 
and safety, by illuminating not only the boot, but also the area behind 
your car. The LED lights installed on the inside of the tailgate provide  
a powerful and consistent light in the boot, even when fully loaded. 

ILLUMINATED BOOT SILL DECORATIONS
Protect the boot sill by fitting this stainless steel boot sill trim. It features 
illumination when opening the boot lid to help with visibility at night.

ILLUMINATED DOORSTEP GARNISHES
Add an extra touch of style to your CR-V’s interior 
with the illuminated doorstep garnishes. The 
stainless steel finish glows with a CR-V logo for 
sleek lighting when you open the door.

The Illumination Pack adds a premium touch at night. 
The illuminated doorstep garnishes and illuminated 
boot sill decorations light up when opening your car.

Included in the Illumination Pack: 

• Illuminated doorstep garnishes
• Illuminated boot sill decorations

The Premium Illumination Pack further enhances the 
practicality of your CR-V, with an added premium touch.

The illuminated doorstep garnishes and illuminated 
boot sill decorations light up when entering or leaving 
your car, while the tailgate illumination makes loading 
and unloading at night a breeze.

Included in the Premium Illumination Pack: 

• Illuminated doorstep garnishes
• Illuminated boot sill decorations
• Tailgate illumination

Items in the packs are also available separately. Model shown is the Honda CR-V 
e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD in Canyon River Blue Metallic.

Illumination
Packs
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1. Boot Net
Fixed to the standard boot hooks, this specially designed
horizontal boot net keeps luggage safely secured in place
as you drive.

2. Sunshades
Stay cool and in the shade with these sunshades. They
provide sun protection for rear passengers and are easy
to mount and dismount. The kit includes: two blinds
and a complimentary carry bag.

3. Elegance Floor Mats
These elegant and comfortable fitted tufted carpets
with a black nubuck binding have a woven CR-V emblem
for durability. One set includes: front and rear mats.

4. Foldable Boot Mat
The foldable boot mat offers protection to your boot and
to the complete loading floor in case the rear seats are
folded down. This boot mat is reversible and is made of
tufted carpet on one side while the other side has a water-
repellent anti-slip pattern. In addition, this mat comes with
a flexible flap to prevent scratches on your bumper when
(un)loading your car.

5. Premium Floor Mats
These premium and comfortable fitted tufted carpets,
with a dual-tone black and silver binding, have a metal CR-V
emblem for durability. One set includes: front and rear mats.

6. Pattern Projector
By opening the front doors, the CR-V pattern is projected
on the ground with a bright white glow, creating more
visibility in the dark when getting in and out of your car.

3
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4

Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD in Canyon River Blue Metallic.

6

Interior
& Comfort
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Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:PHEV Advance Tech 2.0 i-MMD in Diamond Dust Pearl with optional Aero Pack.  
Alloys shown are the CR1811 alloy wheels, these are optional and sold separately.

Charging

3130
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1. Honda Power Charger

The Honda Power Charger offers a charging

capacity of up to 22kW three phase and 7.4kW

single phase for faster home charging.

Check what options are available with your 

local Honda dealer.

Included with your CR-V e:PHEV:

2. Mode 2 Charging Cable
Portable Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (P-
EVSE) for grid-to-vehicle charging.
A protective storage bag is included.

3. Mode 3 Charging Cable
Charging cable to connect your vehicle
to a Honda Power Charger or public charger. A 
protective storage bag is included.

Whether used at home or in business, Honda Power 
Chargers deliver unrivalled safety, efficiency and ease 
of use.

Key Features

QUALITY SAFETY

EASE OF INSTALLATION ERGONOMIC DESIGN

FAST, RELIABLE CHARGING SMART HOME TECHNOLOGY

USER AUTHORISATION MONITOR ENERGY USAGE

Charging

Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:PHEV Advance Tech 2.0 i-MMD in Diamond Dust Pearl with  
optional Aero Pack. Alloys shown are the CR1811 alloy wheels, these are optional and sold separately.
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Your CR-V
Model shown is the Honda CR-V e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD in Canyon River Blue Metallic. 
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Aero Pack - e:HEV Aero Pack - e:PHEV

Featured: 
Canyon River  
Blue Metallic 
08E0P-3A0-AERF8 

Diamond Dust Pearl 
08E0P-3A0-AERFE

Platinum White Pearl 
08E0P-3A0-AERF1

Crystal Black Pearl 
08E0P-3A0-AERF5

Premium Crystal  
Red Metallic 
08E0P-3A0-AERFG

Featured: 
Diamond Dust Pearl 
08E0P-3A0-AERPE 

Platinum White Pearl 
08E0P-3A0-AERP1 

Gold Titan Metallic 
08E0P-3A0-AERPF

Crystal Black Pearl 
08E0P-3A0-AERP5

Premium Crystal  
Red Metallic 
08E0P-3A0-AERPG

Canyon River  
Blue Metallic 
08E0P-3A0-AERP8

Style Pack* - e:HEV Tailgate Spoiler

Featured: 
Canyon River  
Blue Metallic 
08E0P-3A0-STY8

Platinum White Pearl 
08E0P-3A0-STY1

Crystal Black Pearl 
08E0P-3A0-STY5

Premium Crystal  
Red Metallic 
08E0P-3A0-STYG

Diamond Dust Pearl 
08E0P-3A0-STYE

Featured: 
Canyon River  
Blue Metallic 
08F02-3A0-680

Platinum White Pearl 
08F02-3A0-610

Gold Titan Metallic 
08F02-3A0-6F0

Berlina Black 
08F02-3A0-6D0

Crystal Black Pearl 
08F02-3A0-650

Premium Crystal  
Red Metallic 
08F02-3A0-6G0

Diamond Dust Pearl 
08F02-3A0-6E0

Front Aero Bumper - e:PHEV Front Aero Bumper - e:HEV

Featured: 
Diamond Dust Pearl 
08P98-3A0-6E0A

Platinum White Pearl 
08P98-3A0-610A

Gold Titan Metallic 
08P98-3A0-6F0A

Crystal Black Pearl 
08P98-3A0-650A

Premium Crystal  
Red Metallic 
08P98-3A0-6G0A

Canyon River  
Blue Metallic 
08P98-3A0-680A

Lunar Silver 
08P98-3A0-600

Rear Lower Bumper - e:PHEV Rear Lower Bumper - e:HEV

Featured:  
Diamond Dust Pearl 
08P99-3A0-6E0

Platinum White Pearl 
08P99-3A0-610

Gold Titan Metallic 
08P99-3A0-6F0

Crystal Black Pearl 
08P99-3A0-650 
Premium Crystal  
Red Metallic 
08P99-3A0-6G0

Canyon River  
Blue Metallic 
08P99-3A0-680

Lunar Silver 
08P99-3A0-6Z0A

Side Skirts
Featured: 
Lunar Silver (e:HEV) 
08F57-3A0-600B

Berlina Black (e:PHEV) 
08F57-3A0-600C

Door Mirror Covers
Lunar Silver 
08R06-3M0-6H0

Running 
Boards - 
e:HEV
08L33-3A0-600

Running 
Boards - 
e:PHEV
08L33-3A0-600A

*Available from 2024. 
Part numbers and contents of this brochure are subject to change. 
For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer.
Images shown are for illustrative purposes only.

Sport & Design Transport

Utility Pack

Featured: 
Canyon River  
Blue Metallic 
08PCK-3A0-UTIL8

Platinum White Pearl 
08PCK-3A0-UTIL1

Gold Titan Metallic 
08PCK-3A0-UTILF

Crystal Black Pearl 
08PCK-3A0-UTIL5

Premium Crystal  
Red Metallic 
08PCK-3A0-UTILG

Diamond Dust Pearl 
08PCK-3A0-UTILE

Boot Tray with 
Dividers
08U45-3A0-600

Detachable Tow 
Bar for e:HEV
08L92-3A0-D13F

Detachable Tow 
Bar for e:PHEV
08L92-3A0-D13P

Roof Rails
08L02-3A0-600

Cross Bars
08L04-3A0-600

Ski and 
Snowboard 
Attachment
08L03-TA1-600G

Thule Roof 
Bicycle Rack - 
Expert 298
08L07-E09-600A

Thule Bicycle 
Carrier - Coach
08L14-E09-C00

Thule Bicycle 
Carrier - 
Easyfold XT
08L14-E09-EX

Dog Guard
08U35-3A0-600

Honda Baby 
Safe
08P90-E13-600B

Honda Baby 
Safe ISOFIX
08P90-E13-600C

Honda Trifix
08P90-TLA-600B

Honda KIDFIX
08P90-E13-600D

Boot Sill 
Decorations
08F07-3A0-600

Thule Roof Box 
300L Motion  
XT Sport
08L20-E09-MXSP

Thule Roof Box 
400L Force  
XT M
08L20-E09-FX

Thule Roof Box 
400L Force  
XT M Type
08L20-E09-MX

Warning Triangle
08M09-SMG-600

Fluorescent 
Vest Pack 
(Pack of 10)
08YAA-9R6-602

First Aid Kit 
(Pack of 10)
08Z25-9R6-602
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Alloy Wheel 
18" CR1811
08W18-3A0-600

Alloy Wheel 
18" CR1812
08W18-3A0-600A

Wheel Cap
Nuts - Black
08W42-TEA-600B

Wheel Lock
Nuts - Chrome
08W42-SJA-600B

Wheel Lock
Nuts - Black
08W42-TEA-600A

Illuminated 
Doorstep 
Garnishes
08E12-3A0-600

Tailgate 
Illumination
08E18-TLA-G01 

Pattern 
Projector - 
e:HEV only
08V27-3A0-600A

Illuminated Boot 
Sill Decorations
08E17-3A0-610

Boot Net
08L96-3A0-600

Foldable 
Boot Mat
08P11-3A0-600

Standard
Floor Mats
08P14-3A0-510A

Elegance 
Floor Mats
08P15-3A0-520A

Premium 
Floor Mats
08P16-3A0-530A

Front & Rear 
All-Season Mats
08P17-3A0-510

Sunshades
08R13-3A0-600

Illumination Pack Premium Illumination Pack

08E0P-3A0-ILLU 08PCK-3A0-PILL

Interior & Comfort

Doorstep

08F05-3A0-600

Side Body Trims
Featured:
Canyon River 
Blue Metallic
08P05-3A0-680A

Platinum White Pearl 
08P05-3A0-610A

Gold Titan Metallic 
08P05-3A0-6F0A

Crystal Black Pearl
08P05-3A0-650A

Premium Crystal 
Red Metallic
08P05-3A0-6G0A

Diamond Dust Pearl
08P05-3A0-6E0A

Windshield 
Cover
08P38-3A0-600

Protection & Safety

Charging

Mode 2 Charging Cable P-EVSE Mode 3 Charging Cable

10A TYPE E/G 90° EU
08E70-TYF-G02A

10A UK
08E70-TYF-G02B

6A DENMARK
08E70-TYF-G01C

8A SWITZERLAND
08E70-TYF-G01D

10A TYPE E/F 180° NORWAY
08E70-TYF-G01E

8A ITALY
08E70-TYF-G01F

8A FINLAND
08E70-TYF-G01J

1 PHASE - 5 METRES
08E70-TYF-G03G

3 PHASE - 6.5 METRES
08E70-TYF-G02H

Honda Power Charger Honda Power Charger S

08E90-TYF-G00A 08E90-TYF-G00C

S with Shutter
08E90-TYF-G00D

S (MID)
08E90-TYF-G00G

S (MID) with Shutter
08E90-TYF-G00L

Pedestal Honda Power Charger S+

For 1 Charger
08Z90-TYF-G00A

For 2 Chargers 
(next to each other)
08Z90-TYF-G00C

08E90-TYF-G00E 

S+ with Shutter
08E90-TYF-G00F

S+ (MID) with Shutter
08E90-TYF-G00M

Alloys, Winter Wheels & Trims

Part numbers and contents of this brochure are subject to change. 
For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer. 
Images shown are for illustrative purposes only.
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A seamless

experience
driving 

Models shown are the Honda CR-V e:PHEV Advance Tech 2.0 i-MMD in Diamond Dust Pearl and e:HEV Advance 2.0 i-MMD in Canyon River Blue Metallic.
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